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Abstract The improvement of wireless technologies and the increasing
spread of mobile phones open new possibilities to perform mobile Customerto-Customer commercial activities. In this new scenario, where users cannot rely on stable connections, it assumes a great relevance how to trust the
counterpart in a transaction and how to avoid that a disconnection, possible
in wireless connections, can encourage users to cheat. To tackle these issues
we propose a feedback-based reputation mechanism able to detect malicious users better than other state-of-the-art techniques, as shown by the
large number of experiments run to measure the accuracy of the compared
methods in the most common situations.
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1 Introduction
The recent improvements of both wireless technologies and mobile devices
will allow the mobile-commerce to become a dominant form of trading in
the next future. The last wireless technologies like the 802.11 family [19]
and Bluetooth [20] have reached good results in terms of operating range,
hardware costs and power consumption so that users can communicate in
a wide range with a high data rate. Consequently, they will be able to
realize wireless personal networks in a peer-to-peer fashion without exploiting telephonic or networking providers. This opens new trading scenarios
where users provided with their mobile phones can autonomously perform
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Customer-to-Customer (C2C) activities [4]. This new possibility of trading
raises a number of concerns regarding the security of transactions that in
this scenario becomes very critical [33,51,56]. Think of a user supplied with
a mobile device who buys a digital song, downloading it to his device from
another user while they are in the subway. Threats just derive from the
use of a decentralized architecture with temporary plug-in connections in
which trading occurs. For example, during the trading (1) a user could be
unable to contact a central server or other users in order to obtain information about the counterpart’s trustworthiness or (2) the connection can
abort (also fraudulently) before the transaction is concluded. These two last
issues surely represent relevant problems characterizing such a dangerous
scenario from the point of view of fraud occurrences, that are encouraged
by anonymity of users involved in trading [52].
The usual approach to face these problems consists in splitting the trading in two phases, the ﬁrst is carried out autonomously by the users, while
the second is realized oﬀ-line via the Internet by a central entity that really
commits the transaction. As a consequence, frauds can be detected only
at the end of the transaction process when users have already spent a lot
of precious resources, for example the battery capacity, that in a mobile
context are limited.
Another possible solution consists in preventatively providing users with
suitable information about the possibility to carry out or not a trading with
another user. In particular, the knowledge about the past history of a user
can represent his trustworthiness by means of the concept of reputation
[30,31,47]. Obviously, such a reputation has to be spread among users to
be meaningful. Typical approaches adopted in distributed environments assume that reputation values are propagated by users during their interactions [23,34,35]. Such approaches cannot be exploited in our context because
they assume that (1) networks are stable enough both in composition and
in time living and because (2) the acquired knowledge of information and
reputation might be broadly partial and consequently ineﬀective in wide
and dynamic communities.
In this paper we address the issue of security in this scenario. We analyze
several actions that malicious users could do in order to gain reputation
or to cheat or to disturb trading of honest users. In consideration of this
analysis, we design a new reputation model, named CellTrust, to contrast
such malicious activities and we describe how to compute and spread users’
reputation in our scenario characterized by temporary connections.
The main contributions of our paper are:
– A new reputation mechanism is proposed in order to compute the reputation of users. Unlike other proposals, it takes into account some new
parameters to avoid that malicious users cheat or disturb trading of other
users. We have experimentally evaluated the proposal in order to verify
its performance with respect to other reputation systems. The experiments have conﬁrmed its capability to support C2C trading activities
by detecting malicious users better than other relevant techniques.
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– The proposed solution tackles and solves numerous problems that come
out from this scenario, such as how to identify the counterpart and how
to know his reputation without contacting any server before the trading.
Besides, our proposal takes into account and satisﬁes the requirements
deﬁned in a recent paper [33] to guarantee the security of a mobile
transaction.
The plan of the paper is the following. In the next section we introduce
the scenario we will consider along the paper. The discussion about several
malicious activities, the parameters characterizing our reputation model as
well as the reputation metrics are provided in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the issues of cost and scalability of the proposal. The comparison with
related work is presented in Section 5. The results of the experiments done
to compare our reputation model with two other approaches are reported
in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we draw our conclusions.

2 Reference Scenario
In this section we describe the C2C scenario that could exploit our reputation proposal in order to detect cheaters and to reduce the possibility of
being victim of frauds. The actors of this scenario are users who exploit
their cell phone and a wireless connection to exchange digital resources and
a Reputation Manager which manages users’ reputation.
The overall process of trading consists of four steps that are described
in detail below and schematized in Figure 1.
1. Aﬃliation. All users belonging to our system must be registered. This
is done in the aﬃliation steps, where each user sends an aﬃliation request to the Reputation Manager via an Internet connection (for example UMTS or GPRS). The Reputation Manager is responsible for
the user identiﬁcation that is done by exploiting the SIM or the mobile
phone number of the user’s cell
phone [33]. As a consequence, each identity change necessarily requires
another SIM. Observe that in a real implementation, the Reputation
Manager job might be carried out by the mobile telecommunication
provider of the user, that has already identiﬁed its costumers. In this
case, the aﬃliation to the system can be viewed as the activation of
a new service (supplied by the provider) allowing the user to perform
mobile commerce activities.
After user identiﬁcation, the Reputation Manager provides the user with
a trading tool, consisting of the following data:
– A pair of asymmetric cryptographic keys, exploited by the user to
sign messages he sends and by the other users to verify the authenticity of the received messages.
– A (reputation) credential, exploited by the user during transactions
to certify his reputation. This credential stores the user’s identiﬁer,
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Fig. 1 C2C trading in our reference scenario.

his reputation rating ranging from 0 to 1, and the expiration date of
the credential. Moreover, the credential is signed by the Reputation
Manager in order to guarantee the integrity and the authenticity of
the information reported.
– The digital certiﬁcate of the Reputation Manager. The user can validate the signature of the credential of other users by exploiting the
public key it contains.
Concerning the reputation credential, an important parameter is the
expiration date. Indeed, during the validity of the credential, the reputation of the user could change and, consequently, be diﬀerent from
the one reported in his credential. This problem is common to all the
systems based on certiﬁcates. Diﬀerent approaches have been proposed
to tackle this issue. The most common one exploits Certificate Revocation List (CRL) [17], a list of certiﬁcations no longer valid, which is
managed by the certiﬁcation authority and can be publicly consulted.
An alternative to CRL is based on Online Certificate Status Protocol
(OCSP) [37], which can provide more timely information regarding the
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revocation status of a certiﬁcate without burdening the network. However, such approaches would require the user to contact the Reputation
Manager before each transaction. Other solutions are based on threshold
cryptographic security schemes [28], hierarchical and distributed trust
models [3,10], and allow users to distribute the list of good or bad users
without accessing the Reputation Manager.
Among the numerous solutions that could be exploited to verify the
validity of a credential, the approach we follow in our proposal is to
issue credentials with a limited validity in order to decrease the likelihood
that the reputation value stored in the credential be very diﬀerent from
the actual one. Even though cannot set to zero the probability that a
fraud occurs, this simple solution has the advantage of allowing users
to complete the transaction without the need to contact the Reputation
Manager or other users.
2. Presentation. After the aﬃliation, the C2C trading between users is
done by a wireless connection, like Bluetooth for example, as follows.
When two users are quite near to communicate by a wireless connection,
the following operations are performed.
Each user sends his credential to the other one. Then, he veriﬁes that
the other is a trustworthy user by checking that the value of the reputation, extracted from the received credential, is higher than a personal
hazard threshold [14,42,55], a value representing the transaction failure
probability that a user is willing to accept. If this check fails, then the
communication ends and the next operations are not performed.
At the same time, also the other user does the same check. If both users
are considered (in the counterpart’s opinion) trustworthy, the next step
starts.
3. Transaction. In this step, without lost of generality, we consider that
the two users introduced above are a buyer and a vendor. The former
sends the latter a description of the resource he wants to buy and the
vendor returns the list of resources matching the request as well as their
price. If there is not a matching between oﬀer and demand, then the process ends here. In case the purchaser wants to buy at least one resource,
the transaction can continue.
Then, for each of such resources, the seller produces a transaction descriptor, a digital document reporting the buyer’s ID, the seller’s ID, a
description of the resource and its price. This transaction descriptor is
signed and sent to the counterpart by both users in such a way that (1)
by verifying its signature each user can make sure both the counterpart
identities and (2) the terms of the transaction (object to sell and price
to pay) are ﬁxed and cannot be repudiated – this descriptor could be
exploited to solve possible complaints.
At this point the vendor sends the buyer the resource encrypted by a
randomly chosen symmetric key. Observe that the resource is sent in a
ciphered way in order to decrease the likelihood that an interruption of
the transaction could allow the buyer to receive the resource without
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payment. Indeed, the probability of disconnection raises proportionally
to the connection duration. Since the size of the ﬁle to be sent is much
larger than that of the other messages exchanged, from the point of
view of a possible disconnection, the resource transmission is the most
crucial moment of the transaction. If a disconnection occurs before the
conclusion of the ﬁle transfer, then the transaction aborts, and all the
operations done have no meaning. Otherwise, that is when the encrypted
resource is sent successfully, the buyer sends the payment code [38,39]
and the vendor has to send the symmetric key used to encrypt the ﬁle.
The transaction between the two users is thus concluded.
4. Reputation Updating. Periodically, each user contacts via an Internet connection (for example GPRS or UMTS) the Reputation Manager
to deliver all the transaction descriptors signed from the counterpart.
On the basis of the transactions performed, the Reputation Manager
updates the users’ reputations according to reputation metrics deﬁned
in Section 3.2 and the user receives a new credential with an updated
value of reputation.
In this step, each user also provides a feedback for each transaction,
a score of the reliability of the counterpart. The Reputation Manager
exploits such feedbacks to update users’ reputations according to the
reputation model presented in the next section.

3 The Reputation Model
In this section, we give the motivations for our reputation system and then
we deﬁne its metrics. In the following, according to [1], we consider reputation as “an expectation about the user’s behavior based on information about
or observations of his past behavior”.

3.1 Motivations
When economical interests are relevant, like in electronic commerce, actors
should be trustworthy. To this end, diﬀerent technologies can be exploited,
each one with diﬀerent costs [27,40]. In every case, reputation information,
based on a direct and/or indirect knowledge, is very important. Dealing
with indirect information, the credibility of information sources assumes a
great relevance [15].
In this paper we propose a feedback-based reputation mechanism, named
CellTrust, expressly designed for the scenario we are considering. Indeed
it takes into account some parameters that, in our opinion, are relevant
in this context but are often ignored by other approaches. In particular,
in our scenario a good reputation mechanism should satisfy the following
properties:
1. Taking into account the trade history of each user;
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2. Diﬀerentiating dishonest from honest feedbacks, to avoid malicious reputation manipulations;
3. Detecting collusive behaviors trying to increase malicious user’s reputation or to discredit good users;
4. Recognizing diﬀerent transaction contexts, to avoid reputation gain in
small-value transactions for cheating in high ones;
5. Penalizing adversary’s activity aimed to disturb trading, even when such
an activity does not give the adversary any evident advantage.
The ﬁrst four features are only partially considered in other reputation
systems, as we will show in Section 5. The latter one is an aspect that, to
the best of our knowledge, is new in the ﬁeld of reputation systems and
assumes a great importance in our scenario as we will describe below.
Our reputation system tries to satisfy the above ﬁve requirements by
exploiting the following ﬁve parameters.
1. The ﬁrst parameter takes into account the user’s history and is based
on the number of transactions done and the value of feedbacks obtained
by the user. However its relevance should be limited in order to avoid
that a user who gained a high reputation by a high number of good
transactions, might cheat occasionally relying on the fact that a small
number (with respect to the whole number of transactions eﬀected) of
negative feedbacks does not corrupt his reputation.
In order to contrast these malicious attempts, we follow a simple but
eﬀective approach. The system is designed in such a way that negative
feedbacks decrease the reputation value much faster than positive feedbacks increase it, so that a user loses his good reputation after some
negative feedbacks. Obviously, on the other hand, this choice could be
too penalizing for a user who is victim of false negative feedbacks. The
use of the next parameter helps us to avoid this occurrence.
2. The parameter F C (Feedback Credibility) denotes the credibility of the
feedback source that, as remarked in the previous item, is used to avoid
that false feedbacks (possibly derived from collusive attempts) can alter
the user’s reputation. To this end the reputation of the user providing the feedback has to be considered to tune the weight given to the
feedback. At the same time, we have to contrast that a user, exploiting
his high reputation, could spread negative feedbacks to discredit other
users. Regarding this last issue, observe that in theory we can assume
that a bad transaction and, consequently, a negative feedback should
occur very rarely in an environment where a good reputation system
works. Also the well-known scenario of eBay respects this observation
since, as shown in [46], solely about 0.6 percent of feedbacks provided
by eBay users are negative.
As a consequence, in CellTrust the weight of a negative feedback given
by the user U is proportional to his reputation and inversely proportional to the number of negative feedbacks provided by U in the past.
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In such a way, negative feedbacks provided by “habitual” complainers
are neglected.
Note that the introduction of this parameter tackles also a typical problem of feedback-based approaches, and in particular of eBay, called feedback blackmail [5,26,32,45,47,48], in which a user threatens negative
feedbacks to gain an unfair concession. Because of such a blackmail,
many users automatically leave a positive feedback, endangering the
whole reputation mechanism.
3. The parameter C (Collusion) is adopted to avoid that a user could aﬀect
too much another member’s reputation or that two (or more) users could
increase their reputation mutually by selling and buying resources. For
this purpose diﬀerent solutions have been proposed in the literature. The
most popular one is used in eBay [21] where a member can increase or
decrease another member’s score only one time, no matter how many
transactions they share. The solution adopted by eBay appears too strict
in our scenario. Here transactions occur between users who are physically
close (consider that due to the range of the wireless technology, users
involved in a transaction usually live in nearby houses, work in the same
company, take the same bus, and so on). In particular, transactions show
a strong locality creating thus more clusters of traders and we can expect
that users belonging to the same cluster and sharing similar interests
may do more transactions together.
Observe that this locality is a speciﬁc characteristic of our scenario and
cannot be easily found in other environments (for instance, the likelihood
that users of diﬀerent cities can trade by eBay is not null, whereas such a
probability is null in case the trading must be performed by a Bluetooth
connection). For this reason, traditional approaches aimed to contrast
collusive behaviors can fail in our case.
Thus we introduced the parameter C in such a way that the relevance of
the feedback provided by a user Ui in updating the reputation of a user
Uj is inversely proportional to the fraction of transactions performed by
Uj having Ui as counterpart. This parameter plays a role similar to the
support deﬁned for data mining association rules: it gives a measure (in
terms of number of feedbacks) of how much the transactions performed
with Ui characterizes the reputation of Uj .
4. The parameter T V (Transaction Value) is exploited to prevent a user
from adapting his behavior to the value of the transaction to gain credibility by well behaving in low-cost transactions and, then, cheating in
high-priced transactions. In our reputation model, the weight of feedback
to reputation computing is proportional to the value of the transaction,
so that low-cost transactions can increase reputation slightly whereas
high-value ones aﬀect reputation heavily.
5. The last parameter N (Noise) is used to penalize user activity aimed
to disturb trading. Here we refer to the possibility that a malicious user
could start a trading and then aborts it. This activity does not give
malicious users any advantage but they have to be penalized because
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it produces a damage to honest users who unfruitfully spend resources,
like the battery of the device, very precious in mobile environments.
This parameter is computed by considering the number of transactions
started by the user with respect to the whole number of transactions
successfully done.
3.2 The Reputation Metrics
All the above considerations can be expressed in a mathematical form. We
assume that the reputation score R of a user is a ﬂoating number ranging
from 0 to 1, such that the higher the value of R, the better the user’s
reputation is. The initial reputation score of a new user is ﬁxed to 0.5.
This choice takes into account two opposite requirements: the former is not
penalizing new users [43], the latter is penalizing the user having a bad
reputation who wants to reenter the system with a new reputation [59]. In
fact, since reputation is an index of the probability that a user will behave
well in the next transaction, in the case of a new user, whose history is not
known, we can set such a probability to 0.5.
In order to show how the reputation of each user is computed and updated, we deﬁne a transaction T performed by the user Ui with the user
Uj (called also counterpart in the following) as a tuple IDj , val, fj  where:
IDj is the identiﬁer of Uj , val is the monetary value of the transaction
describing the transaction context (i.e., its relevance), and fj is the feedback provided by Ui that represents his appreciation about the transaction
(we assume it is 0 for unsatisfying transactions, 1 for full satisfaction). As
a consequence of this transaction the reputation Rj of Uj is updated as
follows:
j + α · fj
Rj = (1 − α) · R
In the equation, the new value of the reputation Rj of Uj is computed
weighting in a complementary way, by means of α, a value ranging from 0
to 1, two contributions, (1) the previous reputation value of Uj (denoted by
j ) and (2) the feedback provided by Ui . The variable α allows us to tune
R
the two components.
Concerning the value of α, it is computed by suitably combining the
parameters F C, T V , and C previously described as follows:


α = (1 − β) · F C + β · T V · C with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1
The parameter β weighs the relevance of T V and F C to reputation
updating, whereas the parameter C reduces α in case of collusive activity.
Observe that in many cases F C and T V have the same relevance so that
we can set β = 0.5. Now, let us deﬁne the three parameters

 used above.
fi
Ri
. In
The ﬁrst one is Feedback Credibility F C = Rj +Ri · 1 − f  +f
⊕
i

i

words, it is high whenever (1) the counterpart has a high reputation (denoted by Ri ) with respect to the reputation of Uj (denoted by Rj ) and (2)
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the number of negative feedbacks provided by Ui (fi ) is negligible with
respect to the total number of feedbacks (fi + fi⊕ ) provided by Ui .
For the parameter Transaction Value we have T V = vTmv , that is close
to 1 if the value of the transaction Tv is considerable compared with the
maximum value vm of all transactions. Note that this parameter is specially
designed for our scenario and can be well deﬁned in this context where
resource are digital songs, games, bells, etc., whose price is limited (usually
some dollars). For example, with reference to eBay, it should be hard to
compute vm since the range of possible values for transactions in eBay is
really very large, and in any case such a normalization operation would have
no sense.
e

where Ti,j is the
Finally, we have the parameter Collusive C = T1i,j
number of previous transactions between Ui and Uj , and e is a parameter,
called feedback relevance, having a non-negative value and used to contrast
possible collusive user behaviors. Observe that C is 1 (thus, it does not decrease α) only the ﬁrst time Ui performs a transaction with Uj and becomes
more and more (in function of the value of e) close to 0 when Ti,j raises.
Thus e decreases the ﬁnal value of α and the relevance of the feedback value
in computing Rj . This allows us to reduce the impact of collusive user behaviors aiming at increasing or decreasing the reputation of Uj by providing
a number of (positive or negative) feedbacks.
The parameter e has to be set in order to ﬁx the maximum number of
feedbacks (provided by the same user to Uj ) that has to be considered in
computing Rj . Figure 2 shows how to set e. In particular, assuming that a
value less than y can be considered negligible and that we want to consider
signiﬁcant only the ﬁrst x transactions between the same users, the e-curve
intersecting the point of coordinate x and y gives us the value of e. For
example, chosen x = 10 and y = 10−2 , we have to ﬁx e = 2. Thus, only
the ﬁrst 10 positive (resp. negative) transactions between Ui and Uj have
a (progressively decreasing) signiﬁcance in computing the new rating when
the feedback is positive (resp. negative). The subsequent feedbacks between
the two users give a negligible contribution (less than 0.01).
We show now an example of the importance of the parameter e in contrasting collusive behaviors. In Figure 3 we plot the reputation value of a
user U during his ﬁrst 25 transactions, using diﬀerent values of e to compute
his new reputation after every transaction. In order to amplify the eﬀects
of the diﬀerent values of e, we consider an ad-hoc scenario where (1) both
the reputation of the other users and the transactions have a high value
(this produces rapid variations of the reputation of U ) and (2) the overall
number of users is very limited. Looking at Figure 3, we observe that in
the ﬁrst 9 transactions U receives a positive feedback, so that his reputation raises. Moreover, since the curves for all values of e are overlapped, we
guess that these transactions are performed by U with diﬀerent users and
that the term Collusive of the reputation model has always been 1. Then,
U receives at the following three transactions (transactions 10, 11 and 12)
a negative feedback by the same user. At transaction 10, since it is their
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ﬁrst transaction, the curves continue to be overlapped, but at transaction
11 and 12, the negative feedback assumes a diﬀerent weight for a diﬀerent
e. For example, for e = 6, the second negative feedback has a weight 1/26 ,
thus contrasting a possible hostile behavior aiming at decreasing U ’s reputation and smoothing strongly the fast variation of reputation of the curve
for e = 0. The case for e = 1, .., 4 produces an intermediate behavior. This
trend of the curves is conﬁrmed also for the following transactions.
We conclude this section by discussing about the last parameter N of
our reputation model. Consider another transaction started by Ui and Uj
which is not concluded for some reason (for example, during ﬁle transfer the
distance between the two cell phones has become higher than the operating
range of Bluetooth causing the disconnection and the transaction failure).
As remarked in the previous section, our reputation system is designed to
penalize both users Ui and Uj to avoid that intentionally a user could trouble
trading of other users. The parameter N introduced in Section 3.1 is used to
decrease the user’s reputation in case of transaction abort. Observe that in
many cases it is impossible to establish who of the two users is responsible
for the failure and then who has to be penalized. For this reason, we exploit
the following empirical criterion. We update Uj ’s reputation as follows (here
we use the same notation as above):


AT
j where N = 1 − ATj · APj
Rj = N · R
Tj +1
APj +APi and AP = T
We explain now the meaning of the above expressions. Since we cannot establish who is responsible for the failure, for each user we deﬁne an
abort probability (AP ) as the number of aborted transactions (AT ) he was
involved in divided by the overall number of (aborted or concluded) transactions he has done (T ). APj and APi are the abort probabilities of Uj and
Ui respectively. AP allows us to estimate user’s responsibility for the transaction abort. For example, in case the two users have the same T and AT ,
their responsibility is equally divided since AP = 0.5. Beside the responsibility, Uj is penalized also if the number of failed transactions (ATj ) he was
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involved in is not negligible with respect to the overall number of transaction (Tj ) plus 1. Note that the term +1 has been added to avoid that user’s
reputation becomes zero in case his ﬁrst transaction fails. In summary, in
case of abort the reputation of a user is decreased proportionally to (1) the
number of times he has been involved in aborted transactions and (2) his
responsibility for the abort. Clearly also the reputation of Ui is updated
according to the expression above.

4 Cost Evaluation
In this section we discuss the cost of our approach in terms of amount of
storage, communication, and computation from both user-side and serverside.
Let us start the discussion with the analysis of these aspects from the
user’s side. As we have seen in Section 2, each user has to store the public
key of the Reputation Manager, his secret key, his hazard threshold and his
credential, containing the public key, the ID, and the reputation value of the
user, as well as the expiration data and the credential signature. Assuming
that keys and signatures have size 128 bytes and that 8 bytes are suﬃcient
for each ID, threshold, reputation value and expiration data (the sizes here
given are the most frequent values for this type of information), user’s cell
phone must store a very limited amount of data, less than one kilobyte, to
implement our proposal.
Consider now the communication cost for each transaction. Each user,
after the Aﬃliation step, carries out a transaction with another user by
completing the phases Presentation and Transaction. Note that since Aﬃliation is done una tantum, thus it does not depend on the number of users
or transactions done, the cost of this operation can be neglected. Presentation requires the exchange of the credentials, and during the Transaction
step users exchange messages containing the resource request/response and
the signature of the transaction descriptor and, ﬁnally, they exchange the
ciphered resource, the payment, and the cryptographic key. Among the several information exchanged above, surely the one with a larger size is the
ciphered resource (typically its size is some megabyte). For this reason we
can neglect the costs, in terms of communication, due to the resource request/response (usually some kilobyte), the signature of transaction descriptor (128 bytes), and the payment code and the key (less than one kilobyte),
and we can consider solely the costs necessary for resource sending. As a
consequence, the communication overhead required by our approach is negligible with respect to the cost of communication necessary for the transfer
of the resource.
Regarding the computational cost, each transaction requires the cell
phone to produce the signature of the transaction descriptor and the ciphering (in case of the vendor) or the deciphering (for the buyer) of the
resource by a symmetric-key cryptographic algorithm. As remarked in [44],
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we do not have to worry about the computational cost of such operations
since nowadays many commercial products are equipped with cryptographic
hardware accelerators to enhance the performance of security computations.
Now we discuss the costs from the side of the Reputation Manager.
Firstly, we consider the storage space necessary to manage users’ reputation.
As described in Section 3.2, our model requires to store for each user his
credential and some other data necessary to update his reputation. Such
data are the number of positive and negative feedbacks he has received, the
number of aborted transactions he has eﬀected, and the list of the number
of transactions done with each other member. Thus, the cost in terms of
storage space is proportional to NU ·NT , where NU is the number of users of
the system and NT is the average number of users with whom each member
has eﬀected transactions. Since the same spatial cost is required by eBay
[21], that is successfully deployed, we realize that the storage space necessary
to implement our approach is acceptable.
From the computational and communication point of view, the Reputation Manager has to (1) receive and validate the signature of feedbacks
provided by the member, (2) compute the new reputation for each user according to the reputation equation and the received feedbacks, and, then,
(3) sign the new credential to send to the user. Since the cost of such operations is linear in the number of users, it is only necessary to upgrade the
Reputation Manager as the number of users increases. Finally, concerning
the communication between users and Reputation Manager, observe that
it regards only the sending of feedbacks and the new credential, that, as
remarked above, have a very limited size.
5 Related Work
The relevance of the reputation issues in many disciplines is testiﬁed by the
rich literature that has produced various notions of reputation, each one
with its own properties and models [11,12,16,31,43,47,50].
A ﬁrst classiﬁcation of reputation systems is based on the modality of
users’ reputation spread. In centralized systems a single unit receives information necessary to update users’ reputations and makes users’ reputations
available to all members of the community. Diﬀerently, in decentralized systems reputation values have to be obtained by known users and/or neighbors, possibly propagating such reputation queries to neighbors of neighbors.
A well known centralized reputation system, based on feedbacks provided by members and a very simple metrics is exploited in eBay [21], where
each user after a transaction receives +1, 0 or -1 as feedback and his reputation is computed as the sum of feedbacks obtained over the last six months.
Many authors have deeply investigate this system and doubtless its main
advantage is the simplicity. Conversely, it is sensitive to a lot of malicious
behaviors, in particular collusive activities. Another simple centralized technique is adopted by Amazon [18]. As for eBay, also this approach does not
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take into account some important elements like the context and the source
of the information. This lack has been pointed out also in our experiments,
where collusive activities have allowed malicious users to gain reputation.
Another important centralized reputation system is SPORAS [59], that contrasts collusive alliances of users to increase reciprocally their reputations,
by limiting the number of times an agent may increase the reputation of
another agent. Moreover, in SPORAS a very low initial reputation rate is
used to tackle the multiple identities problem. This technique has been considered in our experimental comparison. The results of the experiments have
shown the superiority of CellTrust with respect to SPORAS in contrasting
such types of malicious activities.
A reputation model thought for open multi-agent systems is FIRE [22].
In FIRE, four types of trust and reputation sources (resp., direct trust,
role-based trust, witness reputation and certiﬁed reputation provided by always trusted witness) are introduced to cover the most usual circumstances.
Such varieties of sources give FIRE a good versatility, but the drawback is
that a lot of parameters need to be tuned for a correct working. However,
the accuracy of a reputation model generally increases with the number
of the subjects cooperating [6]. The cooperation can be reached following
two approaches. In the ﬁrst case, it is not compulsory to provide feedbacks
(positive reputation systems), while in the second one (negative reputation
systems) a penalty (resp., promotion) is introduced if feedbacks are not
provided (resp., provided).
The aggregation of the reputation evaluations can be obtained using
diﬀerent rules and an interesting mechanism is proposed by REGRET [49],
where the reputation is based on the aggregation, called social dimension, of
the impressions about other agents (altruistic and cooperative) obtained by
means of direct interactions. In REGRET each impression, called individual
dimension, is composed by the relevance (weight) provided to the elements
of a common semantic (ontological dimension) in accord with the personal
point of view. By knowing the individual weights, it is possible to uniform
each rate to the user’s points of view. However, since the reputation depends
on such weights, its value is subjective for each user and this makes this
approach unusable in our scenario, where an absolute value of reputation
for each user is spread by means of credentials.
An incentive for the development of new reputation models has been
given by the diﬀusion of P2P networks and by the consequent need of reliability, in particular with respect to ﬁles and Web Service sharing [24,31,
57]. Many works have studied such environments and proposed a mix of
diﬀerent techniques. Usually, a great attention is given to the correctness of
the reputation rates when malicious elements occur.
The EigenTrust Algorithm [25], inspired by the PageRank algorithm
used by Google, adopts a distributed reputation system. It computes the
reputation of each peer adding in a weighted manner all the reputation
scores relative to satisfactory transactions, normalized over all the participants. EigenTrust assumes the transitivity of trustworthiness and each user
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weighs rates received from other users by means of the trustworthiness that
he gives to such witnesses. Global trust values are computed in distributed
manner by updating trust values by means of the neighboring peers. The
authors show that trust values, arranged in a trust matrix, asymptotically
converge to the eigenvalue of such a matrix. This computation is conditioned by the presence of pre-trusted users, always trusted, that are used to
minimize the inﬂuence of malicious elements in collusion activities. Such an
approach cannot be exploited in our scenario both because it requires each
user to contact many other users to compute the reputation, and because, as
we have said for REGRET, the value of reputation is not absolute, so that
it cannot be propagated by credentials. Moreover, it relies on pre-trusted
users that can be diﬃcultly guaranteed in our scenario. Another reputation
model is PeerTrust [58], where a reputation-based trust framework is implemented in an adaptive manner and a PKI infrastructure is adopted to
better security and reliability of the system. This paper is very interesting
and our approach shares many characteristics with PeerTrust. However it
is designed for stable P2P networks where by means of Distributed Hash
Tables [2] it is possible to store across the network, in a distributed manner,
trust data that are needed to compute the trust measure. For this reason
this approach cannot be used in our case.
The proposal of NICE [53] consists in computing a trust rate based on
both a local inference and a distributed search. Each transaction is annotated by the system in a cookie; then such cookies will be exploited to infer
transitive trust along the users’ chains. If we are in presence of uncertain,
fuzzy, and incomplete information, the use of fuzzy techniques might be
interesting. They are explored in [54], where the reputation system collects
from each user his evaluations about the other users and weighs them in
a suitable way in order to obtain an aggregated reputation score. Social
networks and probabilistic models are examined in [13] along with diﬀerent contexts and settings to determine the trustworthiness of the users.
The authors conclude that in several scenarios the two techniques exhibit
unsatisfactory performances.
Finally, some works have investigated trust and reputation issues in a
mobile Ad Hoc network environment. In [42] several trust learning schemes
based on both experience and recommendations, suitably adapted, allow
information sources to specify their trust in the information provided by
others. In [41] an implicit reputation management system is proposed. Each
transaction is carried out only after a voting of the neighbors acting as
witnesses. In this way, neighbors evaluate also the trustworthiness of the
transaction actors based on their experience and the involved context. In
accord to Ad Hoc network nature, there is a strong risk of obtaining only a
highly partial depiction of user’s reputation or that useful witnesses may be
absent among the neighbors. A Bayesian method is adopted in [7], where
the reputation is updated based on the “second-hand” criterion and the
transitive reputation is accepted only if it is in accord with the direct rates.
Instead, a reputation system based on a deviation test, independently of spe-
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ciﬁc implementation assumptions, within a stochastic process is exploited in
[36] to contrast liars in Ad Hoc networks; tests show that this model works
well only until the number of liars do not exceed a certain threshold.
In summary, the most part of the cited works require to contact on-line
other users or a central server in order to know the reputation of the counterpart. If such contacts can not be realized, these reputation systems result
inoperative or, at best, can have only a partial representation of the reputation within a community. The remaining part of the cited work assumes
that reputation data propagate among the users during their activities; also
this approach permits only a partial knowledge of reputation data (with the
exclusion of little communities of users in limited environments).

6 Experiments
In this section, we describe the experiments performed to test the eﬃcacy
of CellTrust in detecting malicious users in C2C trading activities. To this
end, we have compared the performances of our proposal with two other
reputation mechanisms, eBay [21] and SPORAS [59], already introduced
in Section 5. The former is one of the most famous reputation systems
developed and successfully deployed. Its reputation model is very trivial
and considers the number of positive feedbacks received with respect to the
overall number of transactions done. As remarked in Section 3.2, in eBay a
member can increase or decrease another member’s score only one time, no
matter how many transactions they share.
A more sophisticated model is presented in SPORAS [59], a research
proposal that, despite its non-young age, is still considered very eﬀective
and used as comparison model [8,9,22]. In SPORAS, the rating Ri (a value
ranging from 0 to D = 3000) of a user after the i-th transaction is computed
as follows:
Ri = Ri−1 +
Φ(Ri−1 ) = 1 −

1
θ

· Φ(Ri−1 )Riother (Wi − Ei )

1
1+e−(Ri−1 −D)σ

Ei = Ri−1 /D

where θ is the eﬀective number of ratings considered in the reputation evaluation, Ri−1 is the old user’s reputation, Riother is the reputation of the user
giving the feedback Wi , and ﬁnally σ has been set to 0.11 according to the
criterion given in [59]. Observe that, for comparison reasons, the reputation
of the user has been normalized to the range from 0 to 1.

6.1 Parameters and Evaluation Metrics
Below, the parameters and the evaluation metrics considered in our experiments are described. They are:
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– Users population. We considered a population of 1,000 users. This is the
overall number of users who (potentially) can perform trading. Trading is performed between two, randomly chosen, users belonging to this
population.
– Number of malicious users. This parameter varies from 0% to 95% of the
overall number of users. The default value is 5%. We considered diﬀerent
malicious attacks that will be described in detail.
– Number of transactions. In our simulations we varied the number of
transactions performed by each user. The default value is 10.
– Transactions value. The maximum value of a transaction has been ﬁxed
to 5 dollars, compatible with a real scenario for digital song trading,
games for mobile, and so on. The transaction value distribution is modelled by a uniform distribution, thus all values between 1 and 5 (included)
have the same probability.
– Evaluation metrics. We used the following three notions of error as evaluation metrics.
m
R(U )
– MEE (Malicious user Estimation Error) is computed as i=0m i
where m is the number of malicious users and R(Ui ) is the reputation
of the i-th malicious user. In words, MEE is the average of the reputations of cheaters and deﬁnes an error since cheater’s reputations
should be 0 in a perfect reputation system.

h

(1−R(Uj ))

– HEE (Honest user Estimation Error) is computed as j=0 h
where h is the number of honest users and R(Uj ) is the reputation
of the j-th one. HEE is the error made by the reputation system in
identifying honest users.
– The last error GEE (Global Estimation Error) is the overall error
in estimation
of both bad and good users and is deﬁned as


m
i=0

R(Ui )+ h
j=0 (1−R(Uj ))
.
m+h

Clearly, the lower these errors (MEE, HEE, and GEE), the better the
accuracy of the technique.
6.2 Experimental Results
In this section we test the eﬃcacy of the three compared reputation models
to detect malicious users. In the ﬁrst experiment we analyze the accuracy
of the techniques as the number of cheaters increases. We assume that each
user has not done any transaction before (this is an important parameter
for eBay and SPORAS) and thus he has an initial reputation 0.5 (this value
is signiﬁcant only in our approach). We denote this initial setting as fixed
initial conditions. We measure Global Estimation Error of the techniques
after each user has done about 10 transactions versus the percentage of the
increasing number of cheaters. The result of this experiment is reported in
Figure 4. Not surprisingly, the best technique is eBay that always reports
an error 0 (its line overlaps X axis). This is due to the particular and unreal
setting of this ﬁrst experiment and to the formula of eBay’s reputation
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mechanism. In fact, since a malicious user misbehaves in all transactions,
at the ﬁrst bad transaction he does, eBay marks him as a cheater and will
detect him as a malicious user in the future. However, as we will see in the
following, whenever a user alternates bad and good actions, eBay makes
wrong estimations. This experiment shows also that CellTrust accuracy is
quite high (the error measured is always less than 0.025), specially when
the percent of malicious users is low. On the contrary, SPORAS error is
relevant and ranges from 0.17 to 0.25.
Now we repeat the previous experiment ﬁxing the number of cheaters to
5% of the population and changing the initial conditions. In particular, we
allow each user to do a given number of initial transactions in which his (bad
or good) behavior is random. The error of the techniques is measured again
after each user has done about 10 transactions in addition to the initial
ones. The result of this experiment is reported in Figure 5 and points out
that eBay dramatically has reduced its performance. The noise introduced
by the initial transactions in which users behave randomly does not allow
eBay to be as accurate as in an ideal situation where all users always act
honestly or badly. Comparing the results depicted in Figures 4 and 5, we
note that this noise does not disturb CellTrust (GEE maintains to 0.01)
and aﬀects partially SPORAS. In words, this experiment shows that the
latter two techniques are more versatile than eBay to classify users when
their behavior alternates between honest acting and cheating, as in real
situations. In order not to penalize eBay, the following experiments will be
done by setting ﬁxed initial conditions, that are most favorable to eBay.
Now we analyze the accuracy of the three techniques when malicious
users act honestly for low-value transactions and cheat whenever the value
of the transaction is higher than a ﬁxed threshold. The results here shown
have been obtained setting this threshold to the value 2 dollars but we have
measured similar results also when the threshold has been ﬁxed to 3 and 4
(we recall that we have assumed that the maximum value of a transaction
is 5 dollars). In Figure 6.(a) we depict GEE versus the number of cheaters.
Observe that, when the number of cheaters is small, eBay and CellTrust
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Fig. 6 Cheating based on price.

produce the same error (very close to zero) since the number of anomalous
actions is negligible with respect to that of correct actions. When cheater
percent raises, clearly all the techniques suﬀer from cheater’s strategy and
decrease their accuracy. Note that, among the methods, eBay has the worst
performances (its range of error goes from 0 to 0.32, whereas CellTrust
produces an error from 0 to 0.19 and SPORAS from 0.17 to 0.41). Another
result of this experiment is shown in Figure 6.(b), where we report the
component of Global Estimation Error due to the error in estimation of
only cheaters. Clearly the weight of this component in computing GEE is
proportional to the cheaters percentage. For example, when cheaters are 5
percent, MEE for CellTrust is 0.29 but its contribution to GEE is limited
so that GEE keeps quite small (about 0.02). The use of MEE helps us to
understand how much each method is penalized from this cheater strategy.
CellTrust is much more able than the other techniques to contrast such
an attack in which malicious user behavior is driven by the value of the
transaction. We remark that such type of attack is currently and proﬁtably
done by some eBay members who sell and buy for free dummy resources to
obtain positive feedbacks and thus increase their reputation.
In the next experiment we consider another type of malicious behavior,
in which cheaters provide false negative feedbacks to discredit other users.
The GEE error measured in this experiment is depicted in Figure 7.(a).
The error lines of all methods have a particular trend: initially the error
raises until cheaters are about 60 percent and then decreases. We motivate
this trend by considering that when cheater percentage is low, we have
a lot of honest users whose reputation is only partially injured by the few
cheaters (then the summation in GEE is composed of a large number of little
errors), whereas when cheaters are numerous, they can damage dramatically
the small number of honest users, but also in this case GEE is limited
because only few terms of GEE summation are high errors. Figure 7.(b),
that plots HEE versus cheater percentage, conﬁrms this conclusion. Here,
we see that whenever the percent of cheaters is less than 60%, CellTrust is
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Fig. 7 Malicious feedbacks.

the best method able to distinguish false negative feedbacks, whereas for
higher percents, SPORAS shows the best accuracy, even if the error is very
high (more than 0.5). However observe that in a realistic scenario we can
assume that cheater percentage is very limited, so that CellTrust results the
best candidate to contrast this type of attack.
We discuss now another possible threat carried out by malicious users
who collude by exchanging positive feedbacks to gain a high reputation.
The MEE error measured for the three methods is reported in Figure 8.
When the number of cheaters is less than 35% of the population, CellTrust
is the technique that guarantees the best accuracy. The feedback-credibility
parameter of CellTrust allows us to give low relevance to feedbacks provided
by low-reputation users. However, when the percentage of cheaters raises,
the large number of malicious users providing false positive feedbacks allows
cheaters to deceive CellTrust and to gain reputation. Observe also that eBay
does not contrast this attack and malicious reputation raises linearly with
the number of cheaters, whereas again SPORAS shows the best accuracy
when the number of malicious users is unrealistically very high.
In conclusion, we summarize the results as follows. eBay is recommendable in completely trustworthy situations, where there are no cheaters, or
whenever malicious user actions are “constant”, that is, they always cheat.
Its simple reputation model can guarantee good accuracy and high scalability. On the other hand, as we have shown in these experiments, it suﬀers from
alternate behavior and from many attacks allowing cheaters to gain reputation and to defraud honest users. SPORAS is a more complex approach
and has the best performance in highly untrustworthy situations where the
number of cheaters is relevant with respect to the overall number of users.
In this scenario, SPORAS can contrast many attacks implementable by
malicious users.
Our proposal is a good compromise between the two techniques. Indeed,
it guarantees the best accuracy in scenarios where the number of potential
cheaters is small with respect to the overall number of users, that is the most
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common scenario we ﬁnd in real environments. Moreover, this reputation
mechanism allows us to contrast the most frequent actions done by malicious
users to gain reputation or to discredit honest users.
We conclude this section analyzing the eﬃcacy of the parameter N , introduced in Section 3.2, used to penalize user activity aimed to disturb
trading. In this experiment, malicious user activity is realized by starting a
trading and then aborting it before the transaction is complete. We measured MEE error produced by our proposal versus the number of malicious
users in two cases: when the parameter N is enable, that is, it is correctly
computed according to the reputation metrics, and when N is “disabled”
(this corresponds to set N = 1). The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 9 and conﬁrm that the use of N improves the accuracy of CellTrust
whenever malicious users annoy honest users starting unfruitful transactions. Note that the error measured for eBay and SPORAS, that is always
higher than that of CellTrust, is not reported since these techniques are not
designed to take into account such a malicious activity.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel reputation system designed to support C2C commerce activities done by users by means of their cell phones
exploiting wireless technologies. Reputation is based on several parameters
- like user’s trading history, transaction value, feedbacks received - that allow us to contrast many usual attacks done by cheaters to gain reputation,
realized for example, by providing false feedbacks, by collusion, by alternate
behavior based on transaction value. Reputation spreading is based on the
use of temporary signed credentials, that guarantee members’ identity and
reputation, issued by a centralized server that is also responsible for reputation computing. We have experimentally compared our proposal with two
relevant reputation systems. The experiments have proved the eﬀectiveness
of our proposal in detecting malicious users in the most common situations.
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